Information and
resources on the racial
equality movement
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Editor’s Note: Throughout the extensive dialogue that has taken place in our community and around the world following the death of George Floyd, we decided to include an
article answering questions that may be on the minds of Columbians. Many residents have been so passionate about the conversation that thousands have participated, and continue
to participate, in protests and rallies across the community. It’s because of this magnitude that we wanted to give space in Inside Columbia magazine to educate and inform members
of the community — and recognize what is being called the largest movement thus far in America’s history.
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PHRASES TO BETTER
UNDERSTAND

BLACK LIVES MATTER VS. ALL
LIVES MATTER
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The phrase Black Lives Matter is a reminder that injustices continue to endure beyond

“When people hit back with ‘All Lives Matter,’ it’s a way of erasing the notion that Black

logical exoneration of worry.
“When we think about white privilege,

lives matter,” Shonekan says. “If you want all

we’re not talking about money, what

lives to matter, then you should acknowledge

you have or a mortgage,” Shonekan says.

that Black lives matter.”

“We’re talking about how you’re able to
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move around in this world without the
burdens that come from a history of
socialized racism.”

MICROAGGRESSIONS
Microaggressions are everyday verbal or

younger ages than many realize.

Avoid performative
activism and complacency
As the Black Lives Matter movement is

nonverbal insults. Regardless of whether

trending across media, it is easy to post a

they were intentional, they can express

hashtag or a black square and have that be

negative and disrespectful messages to

where the activism ends. However, you

marginalized people. Black people are

have to put your money or time where your

often subjected to various kinds, including

mouth is and commit to engaging with the

ascriptions of intelligence (e.g. “You’re so

Black community around you.
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purse when you see a Black man) and myths
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under those signs,” Shonekan says.

job just because he or she is Black).

Even phrases such as “I don’t see

“They think they’re giving you a compli-

color” or “We’re all just part of the hu-

ment, but really under that compliment is

man race” carry problematic weight, as

an insult,” Shonekan says. “Like, ‘You don’t

they deny the significance of a person’s

look like you should speak good English.’ ”

racial or ethnic experience. Non-Black

These behaviors might occur uncon-

people cannot criticize the existence

sciously, but consciously ceasing them

of Black Studies departments, BET and

is essential. In addition, intervene when

Black History Month when they do not

witnessing others who, as Shonekan puts

feel the same exclusion and disregard

it, are “drowning in the waters of microag-

that Black people feel.

gressions.”
Although not using microaggressions is
important, there are plenty of other steps

Educate yourself

The good news is that Black Studies

non-Black people can take to increase

departments, Black artists and scholars

anti-racist behaviors.

provide ample material to educate yourself with. You must show initiative with

WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO HELP

Raise anti-racist, educated children
With children, it is key to nurture a

critical eye in their children’s engagement
with the world. Even if they’re watching
television, pause and discuss a particular
scene. Ask, “What do you think about this
portrayal of black people?” Children are
not too young to start engaging as they
start to form opinions about race at much
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the education, rather than relying on
Black friends to teach you everything.
“They can’t always ask Black people
for the answer,” Shonekan says. “The
answers have been written into the literature and the history books that have
been written by Black folk.”
To jumpstart that education, below are
some recommendations for reading and
watching to increase the anti-racism in
your life.

LEARN MORE
READ

White Fragility: Why It’s So
Hard for White People to
Talk About Racism
by Robin DiAngelo

This book explores the insulated environment of racial protection that white people occupy, including how it’s stratified by
social class. It breaks down white fragility,
“a state in which even a minimum amount
of racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves.” When
allies can address and confront their white
fragility, they can become more effective
allies and friends to Black people.

WATCH
“13th”

directed by Ava DuVernay

The Academy Award-nominated documentary criticizes the racism within the
prison-industrial complex. The film is
named for the 13th Amendment, which
abolished involuntary servitude, otherwise
known as slavery, with the exception of
punishment for a crime. This loophole
in the Constitution provides a basis for
injustices in mass incarceration.

READ

Why Are All the Black Kids
Sitting Together in the
Cafeteria?
by Beverly Daniel Tatum

To understand the dynamics of race in
America, and in particular how they affect
youths and adolescents, this book is required
reading. Tatum gives it to you straight, being open and honest about the psychology

WATCH

“The Hate U Give”

directed by George Tillman Jr.

Based on the 2017 novel of the same name,
this movie explores the thin line Black
children have to walk in America. Though
the story is fictional, the situation is all too
real as protagonist Starr Carter witnesses the
fatal shooting of her best friend in a police
stop and must deal with the fallout. The
movie also addresses how Black children
have to code-switch, navigating white spaces
and Black spaces differently.

READ

So You Want to Talk
About Race

of race, with the 20th-anniversary version

by Ijeoma Oluo

addressing how recent elections and the

Even with an understanding of the “big-

resurgence of the Black Lives Matter move-

ger” problems such as police brutality

ment have affected the landscape.

and the criminal justice system, there
are more nuances to race and racism

in America. This book addresses those

people mean there is no need for justice

less-discussed issues, from the myth

and reform.

of model minorities to the importance

In months past, Black Lives Matter

of intersectionality. Oluo answers the

activists and allies have raised much

common questions that people might be

awareness of racial justice issues. Al-

afraid to ask, from “What is cultural ap-

though progress has been made, there is

propriation?” to “I just got called racist.

still much to do to eliminate racism in

What do I do now?”

America. With consciousness, education,
empathy and action, you can change the

WATCH

status quo and create a safer country for

“TED Talk: SPF, WTF? A
Surprising Metaphor For
Race And Privilege”

Black people to live and thrive in.

featuring Stephanie Shonekan

a way that’s different than the way they

In her TEDxKC presentation, Shonekan

treat white folks." Shonekan says. "There

makes a metaphor of suntan lotion and

are many teachers and counselors who

applies it to race and privilege in America

advise Black kids that they should not go

to help explain the difference in experi-

to a university or they should not study

ence between Black and non-Black people:

a discipline in STEM. Until we get to a

Just because sunburns don’t affect her, she

world where we don’t have those people,

says, doesn’t mean there isn’t a need for

then we need to keep working on it.”

“There are many people who will stop
a driver who is Black and treat them in

suntan lotion, and neither does the fact
that racism doesn’t negatively affect white
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